The past decade has seen remarkable advances in defining the molecular mechanisms underlying formation of the embryonic left right (LR) axis. This information is slowly transforming our understanding of human birth defects that are caused by disturbed LR axis patterning. Reversals, isomerisms, or segmental discordances of thoraco-abdominal organ position, that is, classic heterotaxy, clearly indicate embryonic disruption of normal LR patterning. Other isolated birth defects, particularly cardiovascular malformations, may be caused by deficiencies in the same pathways. Here, we review the distinctive clinical features of human heterotaxias and try to summarize the known connections between them and the corresponding developmental pathways.
Introduction
Heterotaxy is a class of congenital disorders resulting from failure to establish normal left -right (L -R) asymmetry during embryonic development. The resulting defects are characterized by segmental discordances along the L -R axis. Given recent research implicating L -R patterning genes in isolated congenital heart defects, biliary tract anomalies, cystic renal disease, and malrotation of the intestine, 1 one may hypothesize that defects in embryonic L -R patterning have an even broader role in causing human congenital malformations. Model organism studies have shown that the functions of 480 genes are required for normal asymmetric L -R organ development. While some of these genes probably have a conserved function in humans, mutations in relatively few genes have been identified in patients with heterotaxy. These include ZIC3, 2 LEFTYA, 3 CRYPTIC, 4 and ACVR2B. 5 Single cases with mutations in CRELD1 6 and NKX2.5 7 have been reported and so the role of these genes needs further investigation. The mechanistic heterogeneity of human heterotaxy is further illustrated by the various inheritance patterns observed. For example, a few heterotaxy patients carrying balanced reciprocal translocations or inversion have been observed, 8, 9 including a recent report of a balanced (X;21) translocation involving a nonmutated but potentially inactivated ZIC3 gene region. 10 This review will summarize current clinical and basic research approaches to these interesting disorders.
The clinical phenotype of heterotaxy: terminology and associated malformations
Traditionally, the nomenclature describing the anatomic defects in heterotaxy has been complex, with both syndromic and anatomic designations (see box for definition of terms). There is no consensus with regard to the formal definition of heterotaxy. In its broadest sense, it encompasses any abnormality of organ situs and thus includes situs inversus totalis and potentially a number of associated disorders of ciliary function. However, many use heterotaxy interchangeably with situs ambiguus, a more restricted anatomic designation. To date, the most com-prehensive reports on heterotaxy are autopsy series in which analysis of situs of all organs has been performed. 11 -14 In contrast, clinical literature is dominated by case reports rather than comprehensive series, and the reported congenital anomalies seen in association with heterotaxy are vast (see Table 1 ). Any internal organ that is asymmetrically positioned can be abnormal in individuals with heterotaxy. In addition, midline defects occur in approximately 40% of patients. 15 In clinical practice, it is often difficult or impractical, because of unstable critical illness in the newborn infant, to obtain complete information on positioning of all organs. The wide phenotypic spectrum seen in heterotaxy, in combination with the lack of formal clinical guidelines for the evaluation and management of patients, has made the identification of patterns of laterality defects more difficult, complicated the recruitment of patients for research studies, and potentially obscured genotype -phenotype correlations (Box 1).
Epidemiology and inheritance
Situs inversus is estimated to occur in 1 in 8000 -25 000 individuals. The majority of cases are the result of abnormal cilia function or absent cilia and are grouped together as primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) disorders, itself a genetically heterogeneous group. Situs ambiguus occurs in only a small number of patients with PCD. Abnormal ciliary function is associated with a wide variety of human diseases including recurrent sinusitis, rhinitis, and bronchitis (immotile cilia syndrome), infertility, hydrocephalus, anosmia, and retinitis pigmentosa. 16, 17 The majority of these PCD disorders have an autosomal recessive inheritance pattern. In addition, defects in cilia structure or formation have been identified in cystic kidney disease, both autosomal dominant and autosomal recessive, Right-sided heart position within the chest rather than in its normal left-sided location; the apex (tip) of the heart points to the right rather than to the left nephronophthisis, and in some forms of Bardet -Biedl syndrome (BBS). However, not all ciliary abnormalities result in laterality defects and most forms of cystic kidney disease are not associated with heterotaxy. 'Classic' situs ambiguus, in which a characteristic cardiovascular malformation is identified in conjunction with visceral situs anomalies, comprises approximately 3% of congenital heart defect cases and has an estimated prevalence of 1 in 10 000 live births. 18 Familial clustering of situs ambiguus, with pedigrees suggestive of either autosomal dominant or recessive inheritance, has been identified. X-linked heterotaxy is caused by mutations or deletions of the zinc-finger transcription factor ZIC3.
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Most cases of situs ambiguus are single occurrences in a pedigree and it has previously been assumed that Mendelian inheritance is rare. However, careful phenotypic characterization of family members in these pedigrees has identified isolated cardiac defects, isolated neural tube defects, or abnormal vasculature in 'unaffected' individuals. 19 Approximately 10% of infants with heterotaxy have a family history of a close relative with congenital heart defects (JW Belmont, unpublished). As the genes associated with situs ambiguus are identified, mutations are increasingly identified in patients with 'sporadic' heart defects. For example, CRYPTIC and ZIC3 mutations have been independently identified in patients with heterotaxy and also in patients with isolated cardiac malformations such as transposition of the great arteries. 20 -22 Laterality defects have also been associated with environmental exposures. A recent review summarizes known drug or chemical exposures that may cause L -R phenotypes in animal models. 23 Data from the BaltimoreWashington Infant Study, a population-based study of cardiovascular malformations from 1981 to 1989, indicate that maternal diabetes and first trimester cocaine use are associated with heterotaxy, as is monozygotic twinning. 24 In the same study, family history of a congenital heart defect was significantly associated with heterotaxy (odds ratio 5.1; 95% CI 2.0 -12.9) highlighting the genetic component. Furthermore, isolated dextrocardia showed a strong association with family history of congenital heart disease as well as family history of extracardiac anomalies. This finding again illustrates the milder spectrum of abnormalities encompassed by laterality disorders. To summarize, situs inversus is a well-defined and readily identifiable phenotype that is mainly caused by ciliary abnormalities and inherited in an autosomal recessive fashion. In contrast, situs ambiguus is, perhaps appropriately, much more ambiguous. It is not yet clear what percentage of isolated cardiac defects are mechanistically related to early L -R patterning abnormalities. Similarly, a subset of isolated extracardiac anomalies such as intestinal malrotation may represent laterality disorders. The true incidence of human L -R patterning defects is not yet known and further definition of the molecular basis may identify a higher incidence than has currently been appreciated by focusing on 'classic' forms of the disorder. The genetics of situs ambiguus are characterized by locus and allelic heterogeneity, reduced penetrance, variable expression, probable gene -environment interactions, and occurrence in conjunction with chromosomal disorders or multisystem syndromes. Phenocopies due to teratogenic exposures are strongly suspected.
Left -right asymmetry in embryonic development
The vertebrate body plan is established during early embryonic development by formation of three embryonic axes: the anterior -posterior (A -P) axis, dorsal -ventral (D -V) axis, and L -R axis. The L -R axis arises last and reversal of L -R asymmetry relative to the existing A -P and D -V axes results in situs inversus, while complete failure to break bilateral symmetry or maintain asymmetric gene expression causes isomerisms. 25 Numerous genes have been found to play a role in L -R specification and formation in Xenopus, chick, zebrafish, and mouse. Conserved pathways of asymmetric gene expression result in a cascade of lateralized signaling, which are then elaborated into morphological asymmetry. This asymmetric gene expression occurs well before the first morphological sign of L -R asymmetry, the rightward looping of the heart tube on embryonic day 23 (six-to eight-somite stage). 26 There are at least four major linked processes involved in establishment of the L -R axis. The first is a mechanism to break the early bilateral symmetry of the embryo. The second is the cascade that transduces an initial subtle and transient asymmetry to stabilize side-specific gene expression in larger regions of the embryo. The third is to restrict side-specific gene expression via the physical and molecular functions of a midline barrier. Finally, regional molecular asymmetry is converted into asymmetric organogenesis via differential control of cell proliferation, migration, and/or cell death. 25, 27 How and where the early bilateral symmetry of the vertebrate embryo is first broken is still not known with certainty. Recent studies have provided insight into the mechanism contributing to the early assignment of the L -R axis using animal models (reviewed by M Levin 23 ). In the mouse, the node is the site of the earliest known molecular asymmetry and plays a crucial role in the generation of correct L -R asymmetry. There are two populations of monocilia found at the endodermally derived ventral node cells in gastrulation stage embryos. The centrally located monocilia contain the motor protein Left right dynein (Lrd) and are motile, producing laminar leftward flow of the extraembryonic fluid surrounding the node, called 'nodal flow'. The peripherally located monocilia lack lrd and are immotile. 28 The Lrd gene encodes an outer arm axonemal (ciliary) dynein. In the absence of Lrd function 32 -35 In the situs inversus mutant, inv, the nodal cilia are motile but only produce very weak leftward nodal flow. 31 Based on early observations, it was proposed that morphogens are released into the perinodal fluid, enriched on the left side of the node by leftward flow created by the beating action of node monocilia, and thus trigger the L-R determination events. 31, 35 This hypothesis is further supported by evidence that reversal of intrinsic nodal flow results in complete reversal of situs in wild-type embryos, and that artificial flow is able to direct the situs of iv/iv mouse embryos with immotile cilia. . The type II receptors ActRIIA and ActRIIB (human ACVR2B) phosphorylate Smad2,3 which can then bind Smad4. This complex translocates to the nucleus where it interacts with the FoxH1/FAST transcription activator. The midline functions as both a molecular and a physical barrier to prevent the expression of left-side-specific genes in the right LPM. Lefty-1 is expressed in the left border of the midline. Lefty-1 and Lefty-2 both inhibit Nodal activation. Pitx2 is a downstream target of Nodal and relays L -R patterning information for organogenesis. Zic3 (human ZIC3) acts upstream of Nodal in the L -R axis pathway, although it is not known whether this effect is direct or indirect. How mutations in CRELD1 and NKX2.5 might cause heterotaxy is unknown since they are not thought to play a direct role in L -R patterning or in the transfer of L -R axis information during organogenesis.
Genetics of human heterotaxias
L Zhu et al existence of Polysystin-1 in node monocilia has not been reported. It will be interesting to determine whether a Polycystin-1-like molecule 43 can associate with Polycystin-2 and mediate mechano-or chemosensation in the node. Tanaka and colleagues recently found that SU5402 (a specific inhibitor of FGF receptor tyrosine kinase) suppressed NVP secretion and a downstream rise in Ca 2 þ , although the critical parameters of nodal fluid flow in embryos remained unchanged. Moreover, in iv/iv mouse embryos (central monocilia paralyzed), NVPs are still released but do not flow to the left, and cytoplasmic Ca 2 þ is elevated bilaterally in perinodal cells. 39 These findings suggest that extracellular signaling molecules carried by leftward nodal flow must play an important role in L -R patterning (Figure 1a) . The conserved expression of a dynein gene that is implicated in ciliary function in mouse, chick, Xenopus, and zebrafish implies that a common ciliary mechanism may underlie the establishment of L -R axis in all vertebrates. 44, 45 Very recent data from zebrafish provide strong experimental evidence in support of the 'node flow hypothesis' in vertebrate embryos other than the mouse. 37, 46 However, the initiating event of L -R asymmetry remains to be determined. Genes and proteins with an asymmetric distribution of activity prior to node formation have been discovered in Xenopus, chick, and zebrafish, but not in mouse. There is evidence that intercellular communications via gap junctions are required for proper L -R patterning in both chick and Xenopus, prior to the asymmetric gene expression at the node. 47, 48 Asymmetrical localization of maternal H þ /K þ -ATPase mRNA during the first two cell divisions in Xenopus is later found to be required for L -R asymmetry determination. 49 Asymmetric serotonergic signaling occurs in Xenopus embryos by the four-cell stage as well as in early chick embryos before the cilia appear. 50 In addition, Syndecan-2, a transmembrane proteoglycan, is asymmetrically phosphorylated prior to cilia formation at the node and mediates L -R patterning of the migrating mesoderm in a non-autonomous manner. 51, 52 Recent findings in zebrafish uncover a very early
depending on post-translational differences. 46 In the mouse, the first asymmetrically expressed gene is Nodal. It is initially expressed symmetrically in the perinodal region and subsequently restricted to the left side of the node between four-and five-somite stages. 53 Nodal expression around the node is mediated by the activity of the Notch pathway in the mouse, chick, and zebrafish embryos. 46,54 -56 
early murine L -R patterning, and whether Notch activity acts as a sensor for the intracellular increase of Ca 2 þ on the left periphery of the node, still needs to be determined. Transgenic studies in mice have shown that nodal expression around the node is required for its own expression in the left lateral plate mesoderm (LPM). 57 In the presence of Nodal coreceptors of the EGF-CFC family (human CRYP-TIC, mouse Cripto and Cryptic, zebrafish One-eye pinhead), Nodal signals via the type I TGF-b receptors ALK4 or ALK7 in association with either ActRIIA or ActRIIB (human ACVR2A or ACVR2B, respectively) type II receptors to activate Smad2 (and presumably Smad3), Smad4, and FoxH1 (formerly known as FAST) transcription factors. 58 Findings from the mouse Cryptic and zebrafish Oep mutants suggest that the signaling pathway mediated by Nodal and EGF-CFC activities is essential for transfer of L -R positional information from the node to the LPM. 59 The expression of Nodal in the left LPM is necessary for the establishment of proper directional asymmetry in all vertebrates studied to date. 60 Nodal signaling in the left LPM is temporally and spatially restricted by Lefty-1 (human LEFTYA) and Lefty-2 by blocking the function of EGF-CFC coreceptors.
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Lefty-1 and Lefty-2, in turn, are regulated by Nodal activity. 63, 64 In the mouse, Lefty-1 expression in the embryonic midline, including the notochord and the prospective floorplate of the neural tube, is controlled by shh and RA. 65 The ventral side of the notochord contains monociliated cells, 66 which presumably contribute to a structural barrier function. Asymmetric Nodal signaling activates Pitx2 in the left LPM via the Smad -FoxH1 pathway 67, 68 (Figure 1b) .
The Pitx2 gene is a bicoid-homeodomain transcription factor implicated in the control of L -R asymmetry during organogenesis, including cardiac morphogenesis, gut looping as well as lung development. 69 Pitx2 is also suggested to be involved in the common outflow tract development via interaction with neural crest cells under the control of Wnt/b-catenin signaling pathway. 70 However, little is known about the downstream targets of Pitx2 in organogenesis. An in vitro study shows that Pitx2 regulates ANF and PLOD1 gene expression in the presence of Nkx2.5.
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Overall, the relay of L -R asymmetry cues from the LPM to organ primordia is largely unknown although experiments in zebrafish indicate an important role for asymmetric migration of LPM epithelial cells. 72 Numerous signaling pathways must be involved and function as a network during asymmetric organogenesis. In vertebrates, in contrast to the asymmetric position of internal organs and vessels, the musculoskeletal and dermal outer layers of the body wall are symmetric, which arises from the synchronized segmentation of the paraxial mesoderm into aligned pairs of somites along the A -P axis. This process is controlled by the activities of Notch, FGF, Wnt, and RA signaling pathways. How do the same signaling pathways convey both symmetric and asymmetric information for the formation of somites and L -R axis? Recent studies in zebrafish, chick, and mouse demonstrate that RA signaling buffers the effect of the L -R laterality information and controls the bilateral symmetry of somite formation. 46, 73, 74 Whether this RA pathway plays a role in maintenance of symmetry in other tissues remains to be determined.
The clinical evaluation of heterotaxy
Despite the difficulties presented by the broad phenotypic variability seen in laterality disorders, the approach to a patient with 'classic' heterotaxy is relatively straightforward. A critical first step is to identify the full phenotypic spectrum of abnormalities in the proband and to determine whether it is a case of situs inversus or situs ambiguus. In addition to being essential for patient management, this information is critical for identification of the possible underlying genetic etiology. Patients with situs inversus should have evaluation of ciliary function. Stigmata of BBS, including obesity, retinitis pigmentosa, postaxial polydactyly, and developmental delay, should be evaluated. Although situs inversus is infrequently reported in BBS, it occurs at a significantly higher rate than in the general population. 75 BBS2 and BBS8 have both been reported in association with situs inversus, but five of eight known BBS genes encode basal body or cilia proteins, implying a potential for laterality defects. 76 Infantile nephronophthisis (NPHP2), an autosomal recessive cystic kidney disease caused by mutations in INVERSIN, is associated with situs inversus. 77 Lacking evidence of cystic kidneys or stigmata of BBS, a patient with situs inversus is classified as having PCD and therefore and should be followed by a pulmonologist or allergist/immunologist as needed.
Patients with situs ambiguus require an extensive diagnostic evaluation directed toward defining the anatomy and preventing potential complications. Although the evaluation must be tailored to the presenting complications of the patient, echocardiogram and/or cardiac MRI, abdominal and renal ultrasound, and vertebral X-rays should be performed. The spleen should be evaluated by ultrasound and a peripheral blood smear performed to document the presence or absence of Howell -Jolly bodies, red blood cell inclusions indicative of abnormal spleen function. Functional asplenia requires antibiotic prophylaxis and pneumococcal vaccination. Consideration should be given to barium swallow study to exclude malrotation, CNS imaging, and hepatobiliary scintigraphy.
A three-generation pedigree is an essential component of the evaluation. For PCD disorders, information should be obtained regarding family history of infertility, respiratory distress in the immediate neonatal period, hydrocephalus, bronchiectasis, sinusitis, or chronic otitis. For situs ambiguus, any family history of congenital anomaly is potentially contributory. Furthermore, mouse models suggest that increased pregnancy loss may be associated with mutations in genes responsible for L -R patterning.
The large number of syndromes, which have associated laterality defects, is beyond the scope of this review and recent reviews summarize these associations. 78, 79 Nevertheless, it is worth highlighting some of the more common associations. Among aneuploidies, both trisomy 13 and trisomy 18 can have congenital anomalies, which overlap with situs ambiguus and can potentially complicate prenatal counseling if amniocentesis is not performed. Microdeletion 22q11.2 can be associated with laterality defects. Recent analyses of patients with mutations in ZIC3 indicate that probands were given diagnoses of VATER association and a tentative diagnosis of Alagille syndrome prior to molecular identification of the etiology of their congenital anomalies. 22 It is likely that a number of complex malformation syndromes result from early developmental patterning defects in which laterality can be disrupted.
Prenatal evaluation
Heterotaxy cases are being identified with increased frequency on prenatal ultrasound, likely reflecting increased technological sophistication. 80, 81 Fetal echocardiography has allowed for more detailed definition of the cardiac anatomy and allows for expectant management. Early fetal heart block is commonly associated with left isomerism. 82 -85 In the absence of a syndromic diagnosis, the prognosis of the fetus is largely based on the cardiac anatomy and/or the presence of biliary atresia. Biliary cystic malformations can be identified prenatally and, although not specific for biliary atresia, are highly suspicious when identified in conjunction with other laterality defects. Genetic counseling in prenatal cases is complex. In addition to discussion of the anatomic defects and their prognosis and management, counseling sessions should also include discussion of both syndromic and nonsyndromic possibilities and an explanation of inheritance patterns.
Identified genetic causes and molecular diagnostics
The molecular players in the determination of L -R asymmetry are being elucidated at a rapid pace. For situs inversus, knowledge about the function and assembly of cilia is providing increasing insight into the pathological spectrum of a number of human diseases. As additional information is learned about the assembly, maintenance, and function of node monocilia, candidate genes for situs inversus will be identified. For PCD disorders, mutation analysis of axonemal dynein genes DNAH5 86 -88 and DNAI1 89,90 is available on a research basis. Currently, clinical testing is available for a common mutation in BBS1; other BBS testing is available on a research basis. NPHP-2 testing is also available on a research basis. There are more than 80 genes associated with laterality defects in animal models. Delineation of the pathways of asymmetric gene expression has provided excellent candidate genes for human mutation screening. However, the reduced penetrance and phenotypic variability seen in these conditions are confounding factors. A molecular understanding of the relationship between the development of situs inversus and situs ambiguus is important, as is the identification of the pathways required for triggering asymmetric organ growth downstream of the initial L -R pathway. Current clinically available testing includes analysis of six genes with published associations with situs ambiguus in humans: ZIC3, ACVR2B, LEFTYA (EBAF), CRYPTIC, CRELD1, and NKX2.5. LEFTYA (EBAF) and ACVR2B are the homologues of murine Lefty-1 and Acvr2b, respectively.
3,5 CRYPTIC belongs to the Nodal coreceptors of the EGF-CFC family. 4 These three genes are essential for L -R patterning in animal models (see Figure 1) . The murine homologue of ZIC3 acts upstream of Nodal in the L -R pathway 91 although its function is not yet known.
CRELD1 is an adhesion molecule implicated in the pathogenesis of atrioventricular septal defects (with or without heterotaxy). 6 Mutations in the transcription factor Nkx2.5 cause various congenital heart defects and atrioventricular block. 92 The functions of these two genes during L -R patterning remain to be determined. In addition to clinically available testing, a candidate gene approach informed from animal models is being utilized in research testing.
